Live Life like a Pirate #1: The Cuban Rum Crisis (Live Life like a Pirate
Novellas)

Live Life like a Pirate is a series of
novellas that follows the exploits of
ex-Canadian intelligence agent turned
Caribbean smuggler, Johnny Breeze. With
the help of his step-daughter and first mate
Trish, Johnny has earned the reputation of
being one of the best smugglers in the
Gulf, but like so many pirates before him
he is constantly distracted by the allure of
treasure. But Johnnys treasure isnt jewels
or silver or gold. The one treasure that
Johnny Breeze absolutely cannot stop
hunting is a hidden place that cannot be
found on any mapThe Lost City of
Atlantis. In Story #1: The Cuban Rum
Crisis, Johnny takes a job as a rum runner
for a sleazy Jamaican liquor salesman with
a fondness for dealing under the table.
What Johnny doesnt realize until its too
late is that the contraband he was hired to
transport is far more than your ordinary
bottles of hooch.
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